CORPORATE AFFAIRS COMMISSION
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF NIGERIA

Certificate of Incorporation
of the Incorporated Trustees of
PREMIUM TIMES CENTRE FOR INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM

I hereby certify that

MUSIKILU MOJEED, OTI OMATSONE, FRED ADETIBA, IDRIS AKINBAJO, ADESHOLA
KOMOLAFL, WAHAB GBADAMOSI,

the duly appointed Trustees of PREMIUM TIMES CENTRE FOR INVESTIGATIVE
JOURNALISM have this day been registered as a corporate body, subject to the below
mentioned conditions and directions.
Given under my hand and the Common Seal of the Corporate Affairs Commission at
Abuja this Twenty-Second day of May, 2014

CONDITIONS AND DIRECTIONS
This certificate is liable to cancellation should the objects or the rules of the body be changed without the previous consent in
writing of the Registrar General or should the body at any time permit or condone any divergence from or breach of such objects
and rules.

Note:
This certificate does not bestow upon the Organization the right to establish any institution, engage in any business and the like
without permission from the appropriate authority.

BELLO MAHMUD
Registrar General